Naturally aesthetic
and comfortable.

In combination with the aesthetic benefits, the
optimal size and low-profile height of these
brackets provide excellent comfort for the

patient during treatment.
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discovery® pearl brackets are manufactured
from highly pure, polycrystalline aluminium
oxide in a clean, modern process. This improves
the aesthetic value by allowing the majority of
light to filter through this innovative bracket
without creating a reflection. Due to these
features, the shade of the bracket simulates the
natural tooth shade.
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Since discovery® pearl brackets are virtually
invisible and adapt perfectly to their natural

tooth surroundings, you can be absolutely
certain that they will leave others only admiring
you for your beautiful smile!
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fascinatingly natural.
NEW ! A virtually invisible ceramic bracket
that provides excellent patient comfort.

discovery® pearl –
naturally the clear choice for
aesthetic orthodontic treatment.

“T HE PEARL IS THE EPITOME
OF NATURAL BEAUTY.
IT DEVELOPS INSIDE AN OYSTER
AND REQUIRES TIME
TO MATURE TO PERFECTION.”

Naturally efficient – the ideal bracket.
discovery® pearl is not only impressive to those
who demand the highest levels of aesthetics,
but also to those who would like to have a
bracket that fulfills all the requirements you
expect from effective tooth correction.
The strength of the compact discovery® pearl

discovery® pearl – the new highly aesthetic
all-ceramic bracket from Dentaurum – has

evolved over three years of development to
become the new standard in aesthetic tooth
correction.
Due to its high translucency, optimal shade and
size discovery® pearl seems virtually invisible –
and also functions so effectively that your teeth
soon radiate perfect beauty!

bracket is based on a proven design, which
ensures optimum and efficient treatment outcomes. Its high quality guarantees maximum
hygiene and prevents discoloration of the
brackets throughout the duration of treatment.
If you place great value on tooth correction
that is both effective and aesthetic, then ask
your orthodontist about the new fascinatingly
natural discovery® pearl!

